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EXPLORATORY

LASER-DRIVEN

..

SHOCK WAVE STUDIES

by
J. C. Solem and L. R. Veeser
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We show the results of a feasibility study for investigating
shock structure and for measuring equation-of-state
parameters
We discuss the temporal
using high-energy, short-pulse lasers.
and spstial structure of the luminosity from laser-driven shock
unloading in aluminum foils.
We demonstrate that shock velocity
can be measured by observing the time interval between shock
emergence across two thicknesses and show data for shocks of 1.3
and 2.1 Mbar.
The fact that we obse~e
shock fronts cleanly
breaking through steps as small as 3 pm indicatea that the shock
front thickness is very small in the few megabar region; this is
the first experimental verification that these fronts are not
more than a few micrometers thick.
We present approximate measurements of free–surface velocity.
Finally, we speculate on the use
of these techniques to obtain detailed equation-of-state
data.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

We have been exploring

Part of the justification
program

at its inception

bute to our understanding
ics.

of nuclear

This was a well-founded

because

the power densities

of high-energy,
in nuclear
achieved

level of laser technology

Although

is hydrodynamics

Shock waves

(EOS).

can be measured

but this is expensive
experiments

through

They observed
the materials

pressures,

to

at high-energy

equations-of-

can be studied

densities,

Because

in actual nuclear

teats,

and the number of available

to look at the microscopic

It is also difficult

structure

of shocks

on

traveling

a second

laser

and they deduced

and temperatures

we would

sidelighting

However,

behind

the

by a technique
tests.

like to look at thin, opaque
with another

we believe
and perhaps

for such a sample.

depths

and EOS

EOS

shock.

samples,

interest

shock waves

by shining

through a sample onto a camera,

work.

subset is the structure

is very limited.

tests.

by several

and measure

Work of this type has been undertaken
1-3
using thick, transparent
researchers

shock velocity
of particular

and a particular

parameters

to study shock structure

parameters.

is not such

physics.

designers

nuclear

are

such high-power

of shock waves and high-pressure
state

only

there is no other

means of studying

One area of physics

density,

device.

lasers

targets.

at the focus

These power densities

that it can be done eaaily,

weapons

phys-

lasers are matched

by no other laboratory

laboratory

weapons

justification
realized

short-pulse

explosions.

the present

density

for the laser fusion

was that it might contri-

the use of high-energy

free-surface

Shock velocity

analogous

In Nevada

into materials

which

velocity

can be measured

to that used on nuclear

we set light pipea at various
and observe

at these depths by the emerging
osity,

laser will not

that we can measure

the shock arrival

shock’s own lumin-

is usually recorded by ah array of
4,5
In the case of a laser-

photomultipliers.
driven

shock, we can use an ultrahigh-speed

camera

to time the shock arrival by observing

light emitted

from various

layere

streak
the

(see Fig. 1).

1

presence
trons.

of a large quantity

In thin foils these electrons

the teat material
it.

before

Experiments

electrons

to determine

8 1.ns.6 More detailed
this problem

through

the spectrum

for 1.06-Vm-wavelength

elec-

will preheat

a shock is driven

about ,90% of their energy

of these

light show that

ia redeposited

theoretical

every

examination

of

shows the spectrum to be a function
7,8
but the 8-pm figure is a
aa well,

of intensity

\

of superthermal

good estimate

for our range of intensities.

The

thicker we make the foil into which we are deposit-

/

ing the laser energy,

:

the less preheating

On the other hand,

get at the back.

we will

the thicker

the foil, the more likely it is that a rarefaction

[

will overtake

\

the shock before

\

lower bounds
energy,

it breaka

Thus we have definite

the back surface.

on target thickness

pulse length,

through
upper and

for a given laser
Furthermore,

and wavelength.

since the laser apot size must be large compared
with

\

the foil thickness

semiplanar

shock, we are limited

we can obtain
Schematic of target used in measuring
shock velocities.
Energy from the laser
pulse is deposited near the surface of the
target (solid circle) and generates hot
electrons, which redeposit the energy in
the volume nearby (dashed region).
The
sudden heating of the target seta up a
shock wave that traverses the foil and
emerges firat from the substrate and later
from the thin layer covering half of the
back of the target.
The thickness of the
thin layer divided by the difference in
emergence times is the shock velocity.

Fig. 1.

Because

the shock front acts up somewhere

the foil, the time delay between
striking

the foil and the emergence

of the shock

front doea not give the shock velocity.
by making

(by evaporating

the difference

at least one extra layer onto the
the shock velocity

in emergence

if we know the difference
velocity

ing the mtion
camera.

times from the layers

in thickness.

can be measured

This aaaumes

effects

Free-

by simply observ-

that the depth of the radiaconstant

and two-dimen-

are negligible.

One difficulty

laser-driven

tests, is the

a

in the pressure
In general we

for a given laser.

feel that the foil must be more than 8 @

thick

and the laser spot more than 100 pm for a meaningful measurement.
The studies
sidered

in this report are to be con-

a precursor

to more in-depth work in both

EOS and shock structure.
bility

study to aasess

instrumentation
can address

II.

APPAEATUS
Laser

and lasera to aee how well they

The high-energy,
experiments

This has been a feasi-

the state of the art in

this sort of problem.

A.

short-pulsa

reported

neodymium-glaas

laser for all the

here was the four-beam, 1.06-vm

laaer built by L Division
The system consists

46 of Ten Site.9’10
locked oscillator,

three YAG amplifier,

amplifiers,

and four acts of sixteen

amplifier,

one set for each beam.

in Bldg.
of a modethree rod

86-mm disk
We used only

.

one beam.
A single beam line is capable of delivering
about 100 joules
used pulaea
The system

that we have with

shocks, but do not have in nuclear

2

from

of the back surface with a streak

ting layer is reasonably
sional

However,

the foil have two or more thicknesses

back), we can determine

surface

inside

the laaer pulse

if we are to maintain

pulse, but we

in the range from 10 to 50 joules.
includes

total beam output
stages.

for a l-ns-long

calorimeters

for measuring

ss well aa energy

The energies

we record

the

at various

for individual

ahots

b

are accurate
about 3%.

to within

10% with a relative

The laser energy

error of

is not reproducible

from shot to shot; energies

can be recorded

but not

Our nominal
an approximate

pulse length was 300-Ps FWHM, with

Gaussian

shape in time.

Moat of our

data were recorded with this kind of pulse.
the lacer would

produce

with peak spacing of.about
malfunctioning
pulse-train

This results

2 ns.

whose

from

normal

We aasume

amplifiers.

We noticed

double-pulse

no significant

difference

data and single-pulse

data

We tried some experiments

ger the streak camera.
with l-ns pulses

in an attempt

to realize more

energy per pulse, but we abandoned
cauae the laser would not perform

the effort bereliably

at that

pulse length.

diameter

circular

disk about 50 pm in

to a roughly elliptical

by 400 pm.

The intensity

mum diameter
presumably

ia purported

shape about 200 Urn

a configuration

raya to a simion the

of 5.5, or the objective
on the slits for a

The greater magnifica-

at the slita.

Generally,

of about 0.5 um.

similar

front of the objective

we used simple lenses

in

to Fig. 2 with a mirror

in

lens to bring

the image out

at 90° to the beam.

c.

Streak Cameras
Figure

3 showa a schematic of the type of
11
Light from tha optical sysstreak camera used.
tem paased

through

the image alit and a lens in-

side the camera before

focused

electron

through

paased between
fluorescent

striking

rapidly varying

to be nearly

Gauasian;

to deflect

the photocathode.

beam was accelerated

an aperture

in the anode.

two deflecting

screen where

of the mini-

pattern

can be oriented

voltage

and
The beam

plates and struck a

an image waa formed.
was applied

the beam, making

A

to the plates

a streak the width of

either verti-

depending

focal point was placed

in front of or in back of

the target.

cauae the reduced

FILTER
*m

to larger

made ahocka

Spot dimensions

W6*m

the

using larger diameters

intensities

too weak to record.
to within

on whether

The apot could be defocused

sizes, but we avoided

be-

that were

MIRROR

--.=

=%

-----

were meaaured

about ~ 20%.

Optical

System

Figure 2 shows the layout of our optical
tem for imaging the emerging

shock waves

angle rather
propagating

than normal

camera.

the foils from a 45”

to the target was to avoid

the laser pulse down the optics and

the camera photocathode.

tected the camera by putting
the alita.

aya-

and ex-

plasnm on the elits of the streak

The main reason for viewing

damaging

we used alit widths

Lena could

lens mounted

directly

intensity

system.

the larger focal spota are more uniform.

The elliptical

panding

tion reduced

distribution

cally or horizontally,

B.

parallel

for a magnification

The emerging

The beam spot at the target could be easily
from a roughly

The objective

ff4.5, 304-mm

lens could be focused

ob-

of the system waa negll–

either. be used to project
larly corrected

corrected

llght-gathering

for an off-the-shelf

aberration

In early experiments

from the

except when the first pulse waa too small to trig-

varied

available

gible for our purposes.

that the first half of such a double

pulse tended to extract moat of the energy

the greatest

nulgniflcation of about 33.

is 10 ns (long compared with

the time ecale of evente we are trying to observe).

between

capability

camera

a double pulse

of the oscillator,

spacing

Occa-

55–mm achromatically

lens provided

The chromatic

predicted.

sionally

The f/1.18,
jective

We further pro-

filtera

in front of

The 45° angle also allowed

mate the velocity
shock penetration.

of the blow-off

t
1:
I
: ‘~EIEAM
1
,1

us to esti-

material

after
Fig. 2.

Optical

arrangement

in the target room.

3

decided
nearly

to use an S-20 camera

instead.

two orders of magnitude

The S-20 is

mere sensitive

in

the visible.

%
G

IJIIH

F

o

I
I
1
I
I

+1

E

)
DC

K

The first 8-20 camera was nearly
Although

the S-1 camera.

it was useful,

one streak

speed

sensitivity;

(~ 80 ps/mm);

I

to

it suf-

I

1) it had only

fered from several diaadvantagea:

B

identical

2) it had a low

and 3) it had a very limited

dynamic

range, owing at least in part to the age and con-

+

dition of the image tube.
Fig. 3.

A) object
Schematic of the streak camera:
elits; B) internal lens; C) photocathode;
D) grid; E) focus electrode; F) anode;
G) deflection plates; H) fluorescent
screen; I) fi.beroptical couplers; J) image intensifier; K) film.
Elements C
through H are contained in the image tube.

the alit.

An intensifier

was used between

screen and the film to increase
tivity.
hence

To further maxfmize

largest possible

electron

the slit to make a useful
this condition

possible,

passing

there was enough
image.

to collect

we did not feel we could reduce

range,

the

time we believed,

streak

camera designed

(Group J-14).

peaking

ty waa insufficient

with a roughly

around

that with temperatures

1 eV.

temperature,

300 watts/cm2

on the slits.

~is

The most severe limitation

temperature

increased

to no exposure

this fact by focusing

an uncorrected

firat in the infrared

and then in the visible,

then comparing

the resolution

the sensitivity

span, so a variable

these requirements

data were acquired with

constant

fraction

the same relative

pulse.

beam and recording

of the S-1

discriminator

trigger

to

time over about

in height of the

We checked

system by putting

the jitter

a photodiode

in the
in the

its pulse on an oscilloscope

by the pulse normally
gate.

used as the input

By superimposing

many

such pulses, we found a total jitter at the camera

photonics

For the Electro-

camera, we triggered

criminator

of the streaks.

by a pulse

and sent to a smell

For the RCA cameras we used

photodiode.

triggering

at

was an

this camera.

from the oscillator

switched-out

streak

Our most interesting

All three cameras were triggered

input of less than 100 ps.

and

We also needed

at all.

The only camera available

ICC-512.

to the streak-camera

lens system

limitation

the

speed was desirable.

triggered

We established

waa the dynamic

of 30% in brightness

a factor of two variation

the

than

could cause the image to go from gross

maintain

we found that most of the

is higher

for such an image tube and intensifier

Planckian

emer-

the overall

to be about

combination.

an ORTEC-463

the laser spot size enough

light waa in the visible.

Because

seemed

silicon

this low, the total intensi-

to aee the shock, and consequently

emitted

The threshold

expected

of

to no

and beam splitter with

sensitivity.

extracted

It turned out

excuraiona

the same ruby laser, we also measured

shock

to image the shock-wave

When we reduced

postshock

At that

on the basis of calculations,

of the light from the emerging

would be in the infrared,

gence.

Using a joule metar

the time that satisfied

we used an RCA-image-

S-1 photocathode

and built by Dean Sutphin

distribution

image.

Electrophotonics

In our first experiments

that mmt

cover intensity

to cover a larger

sensitivity.

tube-based,

found that it would

about a factor of three from overexposure

overexposure

as much light as

the dynamic

with a small ruby laser and

range since a variation

light on

Unfortunately,

tends to limit the dynamic

we needed

and

it was run with the

beam current

the aperture when

but because

the tamers sensi-

the aensltivity,

the speed of the camera,

through

the

We measured

range independently

having

with a level

dis-

.

two or three times as much

jitter.
k

photocathode

forced us to increase

strength

until the observed

visible,

it obviated

S-1, namely

4

radiation

the original

its sensitivity

All three cameras,

the shock

internal

was in the

advantage

to infrared

of the

light.

We

jitters

nanoseconds.
trating

however,

or spontaneous

seem to have had
drifts of several

This has been the single most frus-

aspect of the experiment.

Many laser

pulses were wasted

because

the field of view.

data are to be obtained
manner,

the streak had moved off

It is clear that if serious
in a reliable

this type of triggering

it becomes

available,

and routine

technology

Perhaps a Mylar spark–gap

be used.

will provide

EOS

cannot

trigger, when
a solution

to

this problem.

resolved.

The horizontal

and 4d are ascribed
the slits.
monic

laser light or Planckian

sentially

A.

CHARACTER

OF SHOCK PENETRATION

light emerging

from the backsides

all 1.06-pm

light is filtered

is not sensitive

to infrared.
plasma

out and the

Figure

spreads

4a

to a width

in nearly

100 pm in diameter.

The laser energies

a) 32 J;

circular

b) 37 J;

The streaks were

of the

of 13-wm alumi-

num foils irradiated

35 J.

from the

of about 800 pm in 25 na.

4a, b, c, and d are streaks

images are:

radiation

at Shock Unloading

Luminosity
Figures

second har-

on the laser side of the foil; es-

shows that the expanding
III.

light impinging

This is most likely either

plasma blowoff

camera

lines seen in Figs. 4a

to scattered

spots about
for the

c) 37 J; and

recorded

d)

at different

speeds from 0.1 to 1.0 ns/mm of film and all are at
a magnification

of 5.5.

tense pulse of light

The streaka

about 800 ps in duration

followed by dim light tha~ persists
25 na.

Figure

4d is purposely

the dim trailing

show an in-

light.

for at least

overexposed

The exaggerated

to show

width

at

the start of the streak is a result of this overexposure.

(b)

We ascribe

the intense

of the shock wave and the trailing
plasma moving

ia obscured

electrons

is significantly

anticipated.
composite

of cooling

This inter-

if the distribution
different

The drop in intensity

of hot

from what is
is likely a

of the metal owing to radia-

tive losses, obscuration
at the surface,

by cooler plasma

expanding

and the arrival

from the front.

of a rarefaction
12
A simple analysia
of the lumi-

nosity of metallic

vapors

logarithmic

decrease

temperature

with

in unloading

of the radiation

gives a
brightness
-1
.

time; Tbr = (In t + const)

Although

we have not investigated

response

of the photocathode-intensifier-film

tem, it would be very difficult

.

dim light to the

away from the surface.

pretation

analysia

to account

luminosity

the nonlinear
sys-

for the time dependence

of determining

one is seeing

has arrived.

Before

of the

the depth into

is serious only after t!le shock
that time, the unheated

alumi-

num should act as a good shield of light emitted by
the shock traversing
the shock reaches

the foil, and the time when

the surface

(d)

Imm

for this simple

we observe.

The problem
which

‘TXi’

light to the emergence

should be well

Fig. 4.

Streak–camera data at low magnification
(x 5.5) showing the time dependence of the
light emerging from the backs of four
13-pm-thick aluminum targets after each
was struck by a 100-~m-diam, 300-ps laser
pulse of about 35 J. The streaks run from
They show an intense light
top to bottom.
pulse that lasts for about 0.8 ns and is
followed by a dimmer light lasting for at
leaat 25 ns. Figure 4d is overexposed,
exaggerating the initial bright pulse but
clearly showing the first 6 ns of the tail.

5

Streaka

similar

tained for aluminum
intensity

drops dramatically
Between

is increased.

as the foil thickness

this interpretation

leading

metal.

For example,

plane shock 150 pm in diameter

Whether

range we expect.

or the overtaking

undetermined
B.

energy-loss

of a rarefactfon

zoidal shape

is

laser-spot

A particularly

Geometry

Figure 5 shows a typical penetration
at high magnification

Therefore

(x 33).

the right-hand

The data shown are

shock breakthrough.

about 50 pm by 1.50 pm on a 13-pm aluminum

foil.

viewing

(The major axia of the ellipse

along the

variation

jagged

of 100 to 200 ps in breakthrough

the shock front.
resolving

This is well within

power of the camera.

edge appears

erally smoother

cantly

bulges
jective

Typi-

edge of the trapezoidal

section

magnification

fa

The laaer-

area was about 150 Urn in the observed
so the semiplanar

smaller

to attribute

region

is signifi-

than the spot.

this effect

One ie. first tempted
13
to lateral unloading

(see Fig. 6).

the data:

out to a point where
lens is nearly

and the radiating

the 45°

The exact

the edge near the ob-

normal

to the line of sight
through a mini-

depth; or 2) the laser blows a disk out
like a cookie

cutter)

see the hot plasma behind--consistent
800-ps delay.
shoulder

but two

1) the free surface

layer is viewed

of the foil (somewhat
pattern

and the

is about 180 pm wide.

shock

may explain

mum optical

on

tends to ob-

of this effect are not understood,

theories

the time-

light that appears

This has to do with

the emerging

the jagged

than the figure shown here.

about 90 pm wide before

direction,

time for

is on the order of 50 ps.

The leading

illuminated

While

scure

distribution.

feature of Fig. 5

angle and the way the blowoff

details

a

on all shots of this sort, it is gen-

cal variation

trailing

is aligned

edge indicates

intensity

interesting

unloading

aide about 800 ps after the firat

spot

The somewhat

the trape-

of lateral

is the small blob of intense

pattern

for a 33-J, 300-ps pulse in an elliptical

slits.)

to

for the pressure

we ascribe

to a combination

and nonuniform

and still under investigation.

Penetration

if a
were driven

emerge with a plane region about 138 Bm in diameter.

13 and 25 pm this

from various

of the

through a foil 12 pm thick, it would be expected

What we see is much too small

the decay results

The difficulty

is that the width

edge is too small.

1.2-Mbar

to the rapid attenuation

but between

with

effect must result from decay of the shock wave.

mechanisms

!

The

6 and 13 pm some of this

drop could be attributed
of hot electrons,

into the cold surrounding

to those in Fig. 4 were obfoils of 6, 18, and 25 Um.

This feature,

effect,

called

is prominent

and we

with the
the right-

and appears

on nearly

every shot.

c.

Shock Velocity
We measure

time difference

shock velocity
between

sidea of a measured
right–shoulder

by observing

shock emergence

step in the foil.

effect

tends to obscure

the

on the two
Becauae

the

the break-

through when the thick side is on the right, we

\
\

\
\
\
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‘
f’
1’
I

‘Low”F~.%,/

TARGET FOIL

LEFT SHOULDER-\
(OBSCURED)

RIGHT SHOULOER

FREE /
SURFACE

f

OPTICS
u

100pm
Fig. 5.

6

Streak-camera data at high magnification
(x33).
Time increases from top to bottom.

‘@’
Fig. 6.

.

Schematic of the target blowoff from the
laser pulse showing how the left aide of
the plasma can be obscured by the moving
free surface.

I

obtained

unambiguous

only when

Figure

7 shows a measurement

of shock velocity

of shock velocity

The streak was obtained

in aluminum.

image-tube-based
400-pm

measurements

the thick side was on the left.

with

the RCA-

S–20 camera and is for a 300-vm by

elliptical

focal spot with a 300-ps pulse of

The two sides of the step in the foil

37-J energy.

In

are 13 and 18 Urn thick; the image of the thicker
side is on the left.
and overexposed,

‘fhe streak is out of focus

so it appears broader

than it

should.

It shows the beginning

shoulder

effect in the lower right corner.

step on the left we ascribe
through

of the rightThe

to the shock breaking

The time difference

the thick side.

about 450 ps corresponds

to a velocity

of

of about

1.1 cm/ps.

The fact that the intensity

what higher

for the thin side of the step suggests

again that the shock is decaying
18 Pm.

The velocity

&
[

corresponds

ia some–

between

Fig. 8.

Streak-camera data for a 13-pm-thick aluminum target with an additional 3–~m-thick
layer of aluminum covering the left side of
the spot struck by the laser.
Time increases from top to bottom. The time delay
of 230 ps for the shock to traverse the
3-pm layer indicates a pressure of about
2.1 Mbar behind the shock.

13 and

to a pressure

of

about 1.3 Mbar.
Figure 8 shows a similar measurement
Electrophotonics

camera.

with

the

Here the spot size is

250 pm by 100 pm and the 300-ps pulse had an ener–
gy of 26 J.

We ascribe

shock breaking

through

were 13 and 16 pm.
ring somewhat

later,

the step on the left to the
the two thicknesses,

which

The blob on the right, occur–
is the right-shoulder

Measurement

of the breakthrough

a shock velocity
pressure

of the step experiments

prove we could measure
technique

pedance-matching

experiments

we have demonstrated
megabars,

shock velocities

with the intention

This was accomplished,

meters

metals

was to
by this

of extending
for obtaining

but perhapa

to imEOS data.

more importantly

that, at pressures

of a few

shock fronts are leas than a few micro-

thick.

This imposes

constraints

of model one can use to describe

D.

gives
to a

of about 2.1 Mbar.

The purpose

effect.

time interval

of 1.3 cm/pa, corresponding

on the type

viscosities

in

at these pressures.

Free-Surface

Velocities

Since the heated

back surface

is visible

some time after the shock emerges,
estimate

of its velocity.

for

we can get some

Unfortunately,

we do

not

know our exact depth of view into the expanding

~

Imm

material.

Furthermore,

viewing

duce some three–dimensional
Fig. 7.

Streak-camera data for a 13-Um-thick alu–
minum target with an additional 5-pm-thick
layer of aluminum covering the left aideof
the apot struck by the laser.
Time increases from top to bottom. The time delay
of 450 ps for the shock to traverse the
S-pm layer indicatea a pressure of about
1.3 Mbar behind the shock.

from 45° can intro-

effects

that also con-

fuse data interpretation.
Figure
plasma
picture

9 is an example

can be followed

of how the expanding

by the streak

camera.

was taken with the Electrophotonics

camera at a high-gain

intensifier

setting

This
streak

and x 33

7

IV.

FUTURE
The intention

of this series of experiments

was to aasess the feasibility
dance-matching
Figure

experiments

10 la an example

an experiment,

in aluminum

of the aluminum

two steps in the aluminum
shock velocity
topped

u

100pm
Fig. 9.

Streak-camera data for a 13-pm-thick aluThe dotted line shows the
minum target.
center of the camera alit.
Time inThe movement
creases from top to bottom.
of the streak away from the marker indicates that the radiating plasma is moving
about 1.3 cm/Us in the laser-beam
direction.

material.

We are in the proceaa

-pressure, impedance-matching

to measure

ps pulse in an elliptical

foil.

The dotted

fiducial marker

motion measurement.

broader

resolution

but
to

the necesenergy

range streak

Al

Al

focal spot about 50 Vm

line down the right side

to give an accurate

right-left

-9

The sweep doea not follow a

line, as can be seen by the nonlinearity

of the marker.

The movement

from right to left, which

of the plasma

indicates

motion

b
5pm

5pm

—

straight

that we can use

shock velocities,

To obtain

The target is a plain 13-pm

by 150 to 200 pm.

a

for all high-

The shock is driven by a 38-J, 300-

magnification.

ia

high-

tests

we will need either a higher

laser or a more sensitive,

aluminum

nuclear

we have sufficient

more than one step.

sary resolution

We plan to

experiments.

So far we have demonstrated

measure

.

that the

of obtaining
in

to uae it as a standard

we do not believe

The

as the subatrate-standard

EOS data on molybdenum

the step technique

asauming

i.e., the shock is flat-

use molybdenum

and expect

the

and to

atate.

and not decaying.

eventually

presaure

of

are to ensure

is constant,

in pressure

Hugoniot

equation

scale.
for such

to measure

and platinum

a point on the platinum

knowledge

impe-

on a microscopic

of a target design

in this case intended

shock velocities
provide

of performing

light is
of the

50pm

surface

away from the laser.

shown on the streak
is about 1.3 cm/ps.
expected

to produce

1.4 cmlps,

The total movement

is about 80 pm and the velocity
This intensity

fz–

a shock velocity

so 1.3 cmlps is a reasonable

in mind all the caveata

with measuring
method,

agreement
appears

a free-surface

-i

free–

between

streak-camera

8

\L
-

10pm

\

.
-Pt

and what

of the back of the foil.
dynamic

no reason why we could not measure
the shock velocity

/ -

50pm

by this

to see numerical

the shock velocity

to be the velocity

With adequate

A,/

associated

velocity

it is at least encouraging

/

of about

surface velocity.
Keeping

—.

pulse would be

simultaneously.

range,

there is

this motion

and

r
Fig. 10.

Proposed target design for laser EOS
measurements.
A laser beam 200 to 400]!m
in diameter impinges along the center
line.
Shock emergence is observed at
various
depths in aluminum and platinum to
determine the relative shock velocities in
the two materials.

With a higher

camera.

energy

laser we can make the

spot size larger and thereby spread

the steps far-

ther apart than the 50 pm indicated

in Fig. 10,

making

them easier to resolve

With a more sensitive

the present

streak camera, we could sim-

and mounting

demonstration

of

range at pressures

flat-topped

experiment

shock persist

One way to obtain a cleaner,

flyer plate.

by blowoff

laser and then would strike
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of all

pulse

The

from the

the test plate, on the

This technique
problem

also would elimisince the electrons

could not leave the flyer plate because
resulting

charge separation.

fast ions accelerated
however,

of the

It does not prevent

by the electrons

from leaving,

but the ions cannot penetrate

plate aa deeply and therefore

the test

preheating

is much

iess at the back surface.
Because

the dynamic

eras ia so limited,
for observing

range of fast streak

we have been seeking

shock breakthrough

and free-surface

that do not depend on the shock’s

tion.

This way we avoid the very critical
of intensity.

shine a second

it ia shocked.
reflected

own radiaT4 de-

One such technique

laser off the back surface

serve the change in reflectivity
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